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A new technique for injecting an ion beam into a 

storage ring is presented. The idea arose in connect- 
ionwith high energyionbeam fusionwhere a large 
degree of transverse stacking in both planes would 
otherwise be necessary. 'Ihe me od involves accelera- 
tinga~lecularionsuchas HI? but storing& 
atanic ion J? by photodissociating the molecule at 
injection. The irreversibility of the reaction 
y+HIf-+W+tirenders irrelevant Liouville's theorem, 
which, with standard injection, xouldpreventnewbeam 
fran being injected into the same space as already 
circulatingbeam. Xenon flashlampandruby laser 
systems for acccaplishing ~1ecula.r ion dissociation 
(MII))are described. 

SCIIE high energy ion beam fusion system alterna- 
tives require a large degree of transverse beam stack- 
ing. In ten megajoule cases it is not uxxxmcn to 
need five hmdred turns of injection into storage 
rings, which irrplies stacking- in both planes to-a de- 
szree hitherto untried. Althou& methods are likely to 
h devised to achieve this, it-seems mrthwhile at- 
this t&z to consider an injection teclmique, called 
mlecularicn dissociation (MID),whichawids the 
consequence of T&uvi.lle's theorem that the phase 
spacevoluneis a constantofthemotion for elastic 
interactions. The principle is the same as that of the 
currently operational charge exchsnge injection, tire 
an inelastic reaction allclws new beam to be injected 
into the same spaceasbeamalreadycirculatingina 
ring. 

Consider a storage rzing to be filled with singly- 
charged heavy ions, say iodine (rc>. 'Ihe technique 
consists in accelerating in the linac or synchrotron 
feeding the ring thermlecularion singly-charged 
hydrogen iodide (HJ?), and photodissociating 

y+HI++Ho+1+ 

at injection with flashlaup or laser light. The ring 
captures I? and rejects hydrogen atans. The mass 
change (about 1%) involved eliminates the reversibil- 
ity condition necessary for the relevance of 
Liouville's theorem. 

The choice of HI+ is not miquz, but there Q not 
seemtobe very-y candidates. Aheavyianis re- 
quired in fusion applicaticms to retie 1) the range 
of the icm in the pellet and 2) the current necessary 
to a&i.eve 10 Ml stored energy; the dissociation energy 
n-ust be a few eV to pexmit flash- or laser dissocia- 
tion; the roolecularionnustnot ccxns apart during 
linac or synchrotrun acceleration; the cross sect' 
for dissociation rmst be reasonably large (u- 10 -w, ; 
the crck section for u&?sired r 
y+ti+ I% 

ct'ons (such as 
shouldbe small (a-10- %?) ;onemustbe 

abletomskea50mAsource. 

Wrk performed under the auspices of the United States 
Eherpy Research and Develmt mistration. 
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Given HI+the reaction~uldmainlyproceed via id-k 
two-step process of photoexcitation to a band B of ex- 
cited states1 above the grad state followed by disso- 
ciation. 
both a zI$ 

Actually, the souroe is likely to populate 

separated b 
3 and a *n1/2 state about equally; these are, 
y spin orbit snlitting by about .6eV. A photm 

en&gy of abouiz 3.6 eV is neces&yWto get the popda- 
tians of both states into B.l A xenm flashlam, will 
supply the right wavelength; a ruby laser will'mrk if 
Qppler shifted by the beam velocity. The best system 
for each is s&at different. 

If MID is to be carried out by laser light, a 
oossible arraneanent is shcw~ in fie. 1. The HI? beam 
1s injected at-the septun to join &e I? circulating 
beam. A ring wet forces HI? and re to follm a 
camncnpath through quadrupoles into a dissociation 
23% a~.regi~islm. largandthebezxndiameter 

~laserliefitiainci&ntla@- 
ally in a dir&ion opposite to the ion bean 
notion, is en&tart 

HF 
matched,anddissociates soms 

fraction of the aswellas furtherionizingl?. 
The latterreactionloses usefulbeam. The fraction of 
0 that has not been dissociated is sent tbro@ a 
recirculatingringzndreturnedto the dissociation 
region; thisprocessis eated r, times. Ming 
eachpass the ntnrberof 2 is multiplied by a factorf . 
It is-necessary to take r=50 bfxatie the beam pulse= 
tim is ahout 20 us. tile a natural laser burst time 
is near lms. 

Highpwer lasers mstbeused. A-pylaser 
(i=6943%) has energy 1.78eV(2.85xlO joules) per 
photm,whichis too law. However, sincethelaseris 
ainxzdso thatuhotats sndionshave opposite directi-, 
a Doppler fact& 

v(l+B) = s J- 
is gained. To reach 

requires 
e ? .6 y ? 1.25 

which mans the kinetic energy of 
at least 

El' 30 GeV. 
In ourexampleEl is 80. GeV. 

theHI+besmuustbe 

To estimate the required laser paramzters we use 
the notation of Table I. To calculate EL cne notes 
that the ratio of occupied volume to ill-ted 
v~luneis proportionalto 

e 
A 

+.here Lis thelengthof the interactian regim and A 
isthebeanlarea. Ifzis thelcngitudinal distance 
and8is the divergence angle, thebeam radius is 
given by 

r(z) =YZZZ 
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-xhere a is the waist. For A=7r2 dependent on z the 
above ils replaced by 

I% , 

tience g z; gird by 5 , where E is the emittance 
E=aE. 

EL = T Ed , P=zEL 

See Table I. At present a ruby laser supplying 100 J. 
inlm. at .2 Hz. and 6 mad. - cm. is available. 
This repetition rate my be increased to 5Hz. by using 
a bank of 25 lasers. Add a factor of 100 to compute 
the pmer supply. 

The flashlamp muld consist of a tube several 
meters long running parallel to the (transparent) beam 
pipe. An elliptic reflector with beam and lanp located 
at its foci would concentrate the light. Parameters 
are given in Table I. The energy per flash equals the 
product of fEd by the ratio of the illknated area to 
the occupied area. The illminated area is 

AI= 2~aL 

while the occupied area is (N=no. of ions) 

A0 = No 

This gives 

in a timz L A factor of 10 in energy will be needed 
for lossesVin the ootical svstem. At oresent flash- 
lamps will provide 2OOOJ. *&I 20. us. at .2H.z, so 
1000 lamps would be needed. 

TABLE I. Typical Parameters for Laser and Flashlamp System. MKS Chits 

Wol 

I 

Et 
a 
‘J 

Ed 
L 
S 

r 
a 
c 
E 
f 

Ea. 
P 
S 

Definition Laser 

ionbemcurrent 
energy deposited 

v/c 
microexPlosion rep. rate 
dissociation energy per ion 
length ofbeampulse 
transverse stacking avoided 
no. of recirculations 
ion beamradius 
dissociation cross section 
ion beamemittance 
no. of e-foldings of dissociation 
lightenergyperpulse 
instantaneous light power 
pwer supply with losses 

.05 
10' 
.8 
5 
2.85.10-1g 
.44*104 
1000 
50 

Flashlanp 

.05 
10' 
.a 
5 
.575.1018 
.44.104 
1000 

lo-2l 
.6~10-~ 
5 
63. 
.63.105 
.63.10' 

5 
.4.106 
2.0.109 
2.0.1010 

Conclusions 

MID requires a rather complicated but probably 
feasible optical system. Cixmarcially available hard- 
wa.re will not be satisfactory so special designs will 
be required. The energy needed per pellet micro- 
explosion is very high. For the flashlaup it comas to 
-04 times the energy carriedby the beam. Several 
hmdred flashlamps till be needed. If the repetition 
rate is between 2Hz and 10 Hz there will be a severe 
heat dissipation problem. Too much water cooling my 
absorb light energy before it reaches the bean. There 
is also danger of explosions. Use of lasers gives a 
srcall energy requirerfmt per cycle at the dissociation 
region, but to get a sufficient repetition rate a bank 
may be necessary to reduce the duty cycle of each 
laser. A special rine mv be needed for the recircula- 
tion process. Advantgges'of MID are: the em-&tame 
of the source my be as much as 25 times greater than 
otherwise; no transverse beam stacking is necessary; 
the general principle is already proven through charge 
exchange injection. 
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